Ballsbown
August 6, 1809

My dear Cousin,

We have been here two weeks. The first nine days of our stay was so ill that I never left my room. His foot was extremely swollen for several days. He is better now than I have seen him for a year but I have been very sick and fell in my excitement which obliged me to submit to bleeding and physic by which I am told I have much I wrote for you. To put in a short account of the gory of this town is an immense establishment there are one hundred and forty bedrooms one hundred and fifty persons eat down to dinner to days till season there were eighteen hundred and eighty. During the day there read sing and sport and at night dance and drink and regular balls twice a week such a scene of mist. I never witnessed I chase a quail in one. And along the coast is one of the way which is tolerably quiet and cold on your
my appearance last night I went down to the ball hoping that I should see Madam Meames dance (she is here for a week without the General) but she declined however I was highly gratified by seeing one of the young ladies in her quite the most handsome but her behavior agreeable for her manners are modest pleasing and unassuming without a single grumble I met her one morning at the well she called on me the next day while I was riding after Locke's several enquiries and saying a thousand civil things she said stills rests the she hoped I would not come to New York before her return as she would be out between her return as she would be out

I don't know from what Pilot I think you heard from New York what unpleasant sensation if either is a very unpleasant sensation if either does not suit the same there are no perfect

will come as without money to get home and without it Charles cannot ever
go from your August 1 to my dear Hamnert while I was writing this was attached with time and the pain became so violent that he sent for his physician who pulled one of his jaw before the moment they were extracted the jawellow to his stomach and thrown that to his lungs and finally he his heart which is more influential than even the Doctor and says he never was any hope of saving him he is known only fifteen when and in even he will obtain any present moment relief it the owners gave a good appetite which tells that how the moment he can be as traveling all will leave this for New York some way he is a great talk down storm and the kind tell me about my friends and hundreds of people it's plain that they waiting for money to write my mother to come to Philadelphia here memories and write in short a picture to him and all friends I hope the things will be you Aden dear answer me soon meet